This paper presents a novel method of generating comprehensive Longitudinal aerodynamic data of aircraft using dynamic wind tunnel simulation. The method combines measurement of motion and force responses of aircraft model to control inputs in dynamic wind tunnel simulation. The data generated includes trim Lift characteristics, Longitudinal stability derivatives and neutral point. In addition, large amplitude Lift and pitching moment responses charactensing the unsteady aerodynarmc behawour can also be generated.
Introduction
Study of stability and control characteristics of aircraft is part of its design process and includes skitic trim, static stability, dynamic stability and responses. This requires static aerodynamic forces and moments as well as dynamic stability derivative data. While static aerodynamic data is used to determine trim and static stability, dynamic stability derivatives are used to study dynamic stability and response characteristics.
During preliminary design, b t h static aerodynamic and dynamic stability derivative data are estimated using analytical expressions and empirical methods based on experimental database'. Once the configuration is frozen, aerodynamic force and moment data is generated from static wind tunnel tests. Dynamic Stability derivatives are obtained from force and moment data on models subjected to free or forced oscillations in a wind tunnel using derivative rigs2. servo controlled surfaces to excite the model just as in real flight. Miniature incidence, angular rate and acceleration sensors pick up the dynamic response of the model. he model motion responses to specific control inputs are generated and from these measured responses stability derivatives are estimated using parameter estimation techniques.
The measurement of aerodynamic forces on a model in the dynamic wind tunnel simulation for estimating stability derivatives has not been reported in the literature. The combined measurement of aerodynamic force and motion responses significantly enhances the capability of dynamic wind tunnel simulation and comprehensive aerodynamic data can be generated. This paper presents such a dynamic wind tunnel simulation and demonstrates it using a generic delta wing aircraR model with pitch DOF. The large amplitude responses generated using dynamic wind tunnel simulation are more realistic for the following reasons: i. The model is initially trimmed at a reference angle of attack.
ii. For a tailless configuration like a delta wing pitch control surface forms an appreciable part of the wing and its deflection influences the wing load distribution.
iii. The response is generated by moving the control surface.
iv. As the model is excited aerodynamically using the control surface, aerodynamic lag associated with it is taken care of in the dynamic simulation.
Thus, in a single experimental set-up, comprehensive Longitudinal aerodynamic data in the form of trimmed Lift characteristics, dynamic stability derivatives, neutral point, and large amplitude Lift and pitching moment responses can be generated.
Model & Instrumentation
The model chosen for demonstrating the method is a generic delta wing aircraft configuration adopted from a delta wing-body configuration for which extensive static test data is availableI2. The wing is a delta planform of aspect ratio 2. A precision continuous type conductive plastic potentiometer mounted to the gimbal measures pitch attitude. Lift is measured using a load cell fixed to the vertical support strut (fig. 2 ) . The load cell measures the total force acting along the strut and is designed to minimise the effect of side loads on the measurement. It's output is amplified using a bridge amplifier. During wind OFF and wind ON it measures the model weight and the difference between Lift and model weight respectively. The elevon deflection is measured by the feedback potentiometer in the WC servo. The model inputhutputs are acquired on a Personal computer using a 12 bit ADC card at a sampling rate of 80 per second. The Elevon commands are generated on the Personal computer and fed to R/C servo. The sensors are precisely calibrated prior to wind tunnel tests. Pitch rate and pitch acceleration are derived from pitch attitude ?using numerical differentiation and filtering. The adequacy of pitch attitude measurement was ascertained by measuring pitch rate and pitch acceleration using rate gyro and accelerometer respectively and comparing the same with that derived by numerical differentiation. The model is trimmed at several angles-of-attack up to 40 deg. In the range 0 to 20 deg., at each trim angle-of-attack model response to an elevon doublet input is acquired. Typical data length is of 12.5 second duration corresponding to lo00 samples. To generate large amplitude responses, the model is trimmed at a reference angle of attack and excited by a step elevon input. This is repeated by varying the amplitude of the elevon step.
Lift is deduced from the load cell output by subtracting wind off tare and CL is computed by normalising it. The pitching moment coefficient is computed using the relation (M,+Mu)= Figure 3 shows the plot of trimmed Lift coefficient obtained from experiments as a hnction of angle of attack Superimposed on this is the Lift coefficient data for the wing-body'*. Due to Elevon deflection for trim, trimmed Lift is less than the Wing-body Lift. The angle of attack for maximum Lift is a round the same as that for the wing-body. Figure 4 shows a typical response of the model to an elevon doublet input. Pitch rate and pitch acceleration shown are derived from pitch attitude measurement by numerical differentiation and filtering. From C k and Cm, static margin and neutral point are computed using the relation
The neutral point location obtained using the above equation is shown in figure 6 as a function of angle of attack. The neutral point data from reference 12 is also plotted for comparison. It is Seen !hat the comparison is good. Figure 7 shows the model response to a large amplitude elevon step input. The effect of deflecting the elevon can be clearly seen in the beginning of the response where the Lift first decreases due to negative elevon deflection before building up with increase in angle of attack. Figure 8 shows the variation of C , with angle of attack during an step elevon response. The trim C, is also shown in the figure. It a n be seen that the dynamic Lift attainable is much more than the static Lift. The effm of increasing elevon magnitude on the Lift response is also shown in the figure. The labels 1 and 1.4 indicates the input amplitude with respect to the first input which is taken as one. While the responses are essentially same in the low angle of attack region, they differ at large angles of attack. This is attributed to flow separation, leading edge vortex breakdown, aerodynamic lags and hysteresis. These responses show the dynamic Lift effects and the Lift attainable during high angle of attack maneuvers beyond stall. Figure 9 shows the variation of C,,, with angle of attack due to an elevon step input. It can be Seen from the figure that the pitching moment is zero at the beginning and at the end as the model moves from one trim condition to the other while the angle of attack changes from one trim to the other.
These large amplitude lift and pitching moment responses are useful in aerodynamic modelling at high angles of attack. The advantage of this method is the simplicity of model instrumentation and wind tunnel testing. It promises to be a cost effective experimental technique of generating comprehensive aerodynamic data for stability and control studies.
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